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On the Eastern-boundary Conditions
for a Stratified Ocean'
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A. Johnson
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ABSTRACT
This note disc usses the use of transport conditions at the eastern boundary in determining
the interior flow in a stratified ocean.
I. Introduction. Alexander ( r 97 3) has commented on two assumptions made
by Johnson ( r 97 r ), hereafter called '], who was concerned with the matching
conditions to be applied to the interior flow at the eastern boundary of a winddriven stratified ocean. The assumptions in question are (i) that the net transport of water from the interior into the eastern-boundary region is zero at every
latitude, and (ii) that there is no net inflow from the deep abyssal layer.
Assumption (i) is correct only if there is no significant net northward transport in the eastern-boundary layer. This note shows that, in a stratified ocean
with a flat bottom, there is no steady net northward transport along the coast
and that assumption (i) is therefore justified in the context of'].
Assumption (ii) is incorrect. A solution for an upwelling layer has been given
by Johnson ( I 9 7 3), who shows that water does upwell from the deep abyssal
layer into the lower part of the thermal layer. However, surface upwelling into
the Ekman layer comes only from the upper part of the thermal layer. Further
details on the surface-temperature distribution produced by this more rigorous
solution are given in § 5.
The surface temperatures in 'J's fig. 2 are not particularly unrealistic if the
correct definition of Tis used. This states that T = o corresponds to the spatial
average of the bottom temperature below the subtropical gyre in o < x < r,
o <y < r, say 3°C. Also T = r corresponds to the spatial average of the surface
temperature above the subtropical gyre, say roughly 15°C. Then T = 0.25,
0.5, 1.5, 2.0 correspond to 6°C, 9°C, 21 °C, and 27°C, respectively.
J.
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2. Northward Transport in an Eastern-boundary L ayer. Vertically integrated transport theories for oceans without bottom topography give no northward transport in the eastern-boundary layer. T he purpose of thi s secti on is to
show that in a three-dimensional
model with stratification there
x =1
may be northward or southward •= 1
EKMAN
LAY ER
flow at different depths but that
the total transport in the eastern
THERMAL LAYER
boundary region is zero.
The Ekman transport and the
thermal-layer transport in 'J are
o (E 1 l2 ). Therefore only northABYSSAL
LAYE!!
ward transport of o(E 1l2 ) is significant in determining the overall oceanic circulation. L et the •= o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.___ _ _.....,
Figure 1. Positions of the interior and coas tal layers.
thickness of the coastal-boundary
layer be y, and consider separately the flow in the thermal-layer region and the flow in the abyssal-layer
region of the coastal strip shown in Fig. 1.
Using the notation in 'J, the thickness of the thermal layer is s/ S, where s =
S 1l2 E 1 l4 is the magnitude of the horizontal velocities. In the eastern-boundary
layer alongside the thermal layer let v = o(s/y) so that the northward transport

ff vdXdrJ = o

(t.

y.

°7) = o(E I•),
1

where X = ( x - 1 )/y and 'Y/ = ( 1 - z) S / s. The variables u, p, T must match the
interior, and so their magnitude is fixed. Therefore, let
u = su,

V = !__v,
y

w = Wiu,

p = sfi,

T = T,

where y and ware unknown. Substitution in (9) to (13) of 'J and use of the
boundary-layer approximation 8/fJx )) fJ /fJy, 8/8 'Y/ gives

-fv= - Px+(EH/y )uxx ,

Ju =- py + (EH/y 3) Vxx,
o = P11 +

r,

ux + vy = (y W /s 1 l 2 ) iu 17 ,
• •
yw . .
EH
.
uTx + vTy- - wT17 = saH R y Yxx·
E •I•

(s)
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It is found that the nonlinear momentum terms are smaller than the Coriolis
term in the situation being considered.
For boundary-layer type solutions in which a large v velocity can exist, at
least one of the En terms in (1), (2), (5) must be important. Consideration of
all possible choices of y and W shows that there are two possible boundarylayer thicknesses, namely En• l3 and En/eanR. In the former case the vxx
term remains in (2) and in the latter case the Txx term remains in (5). There
are also thinner upwelling layers, but in these layers v cannot have the large
magnitude required here.
In the deeper boundary region alongside the abyssal layer there is no
stretching of the vertical coordinate, and matching with the interior requires

T = (E• l2 /S)T.
To get an O(E 1 l2 ) northward transport in this region requires

v = (E• l•/r)v .
As the vertical velocity will join with the upper region, let w = Ww again.
Substituting in (9) to (13) of J gives

-fv = - Px +(en /r)uxx,

(6)

Ju = -py + (En/y 3fvxx ,

(7)

O = - p z+ T,

(8)

ux + vy+(yW/E 1 l2 )wz = o,

(9)

_-yW - Eu
uTx+vT y+ E• I• wTz = E• l•anR Txx·

(10)

Both of the above sets of equati ons require that W = E• l2 /y; otherwise w
and w disappear from the equations, leaving, each time, five equations in the
remaining four unknowns.
3. The En' 13 Layer. In an eastern-boundary layer of thickness En• l3, v =
(e/En''3) v in the thermal region and (1) to (5) become

fv

=

J>x ,

Ju = - fav + vxx ,

ux+Vy =W'TJ'

ft'T/ +

r

=

o,

uTx+vTy = WT'T/,

provided En' 13 < (eanR)' 12• Elimination of p and u from the horizontal momentum and continuity equations gives
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vxxx - Pv =Jw,1•

( I l)

N ow let the horizontal northward transport in this regio n be

Then the integral of ( 11) yields

frxxx-P v = [fwJ; =o·

(12)

In the abyssal region the northward velocity is v = (E 1 l 2 /En 1 l3)v, and (6)
to (10) become

Jv = Px , Ju = - py +Vxx , P2 = T,
ilx +vy+Wz = o , i1Tx +vTy+iuT2 = En 1 /(anRE l )Txx,
2 3

1 2

-:Vi.t h the same co nditio n on En and anR. In the same way, the equation for
VIS

If the horizontal northward transport in this layer is

then ( 1 3) becomes

Fi nally we define the total north ward transport
layer to be

/7 =
( 1 2)

in

the eastern-boundary

v +V;

and ( 1 4) give

17xxx - P17 = Jw 1 - Jw 1 - Jiu 1 +Jiu 1 .
TJ = "'

'Y} =o

2 = 1

(l

5)

2 = 0

The matching condi tion between the abyssal region and the thermal region
requires
( l 6)
wl =iul.
TJ = OO

2 = 1

The Ekman suction condition must be applied at the top and bottom of a
layer as thick as En 1 l3. Since w is only o (E 1 l 2 ) in the surface Ekman layer and
o(E) in the bottom Ekman layer, the sucti on condition on a vertical velocity
of o(E 1 l 2 /En 1 l3) is
iuj = O.
Wj = O,
TJ =O

2 = 0
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Hence (15) becomes

for which the bounded solution, as X

-

oo, is

As v is larger than is possible in thinner upwelling layers, the boundary condition at the coast requires
v = v = o

at

X = o;

hence .A = o and

17=0.
This shows that there is no significant net northward transport in an easternboundary layer of thickness E• /3 _
4. The EH/wHR Layer and Discussion. A procedure similar to that in § 3
may be adopted for this layer. The restriction on EH and aHR is found to be
EH'/3 > (wHR) 1f 2 • So the two layers are mutually exclusive. The derivation of
( 1 7) is slightly simplified here, since it is found that both v and w are zero
in the abyssal region; therefore ( 1 6) gives w(X, y, oo) = o.
The final conclusion for the type of oceanic model considered in J, in which
the flow is considered steady and the bottom fl.at, is that there can be no net
o(E 1i2 ) northward transport in the eastern-boundary region. However, the
numerical results of O'Brien & Hurlburt ( 1972) for a time-dependent fl.ow
over bottom topography suggest that this conclusion may not hold for more
general oceanic models.
5. Replacement for .Assumption (ii) . As stated, assumption (ii) cannot be
justified and must be replaced with a more rigorous solution. One such solution
is given in Johnson (1973), where the upwelling layers have been analyzed.
The arbitrary function, T*(y), is found by matching the upwelling layer with
the thermal and Ekman layers. It is shown that the water that upwells to the
surface comes only from the very top of the thermal layer. Three separate cells
of transverse circulation appear: a surface region, with upwelling from the
thermal layer to the Ekman layer, an intermediate zone, with downwelling
and with the thermal layer changing from an onshore fl.ow to an offshore fl.ow;
then a deep region, where water upwells from the abyssal layer to enter the
lower part of the thermal layer, and flows offshore.
Using the same distribution of wind stress as in J and choosing c = o • 6,
the surface isotherms obtained with the T*(y) derived in Johnson (1973) are
shown in Fig. 2. When compared with the corresponding diagram in J, it is
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Surface isotherms for ,x = ,Y = - cos ny and C = o .6.

seen that the temperature range between y = o and y = I is somewhat reduced
in this revised figure. In particular, T = 0.41 at x = 1 , y = I and T = 1. 20 at
X =

I, J

=

0.
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Mechanically Efficient Swimming Techniques far
Fish with Negati·ve Buoyancy'
Daniel W eihs'
Department of Applied Mathematics
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ABSTRACT
An efficient technique for long-distance swimming by fish with negative buoyancy is
suggested and described . This includes a phase of powerless gliding with a gradual increase
of depth followed by active upward swimming at an angle to the original height. A saving
in energy of over 50°/0 has been calculated for a given horizontal distance; alternatively,
increases of over 90 °/ 0 in range for given energy expenditure have been obtained. This may
be the reason why many rapid-swimming marine fishes, such as scombroids, sharks, and
rays, have negative buoyancy. A possible future experiment to verify such two-phase swimming in these fish is suggested.
I. Introduction . It has usually been tacitly assumed that the most efficient
way of traversing a given horizontal distance by swimming is at some constant
horizontal velocity. As a result, studies of the hydrodynamics of swimming (see
reviews by Lighthill 1969 and Wu 1971) do not take into account the effects
of buoyancy on the range and efficiency of movement of fish, because this has
no effect on the horizontal movement.
Fishes with neutral buoyancy have an advantage over those without it in
being able to hover without motion and to use all their muscular energy for
propulsion. Thus there has been a great evolutionary development to approach
this state by lessening the average density of the tissues in paring down the
bone and muscle substance (Marshall 1965), by increasing the fat content, as
in Ruvettus pretiosus (Bone 1972) or, as in most Teleosts, by employing a
swimbladder. However, many of the most active and efficient marine swimmers are found to be out of hydrostati c equilibrium with their surrounding
medium; i.e. they are negatively buoyant. These include Scombroidae, such as
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